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Including Multiple-Category Variables in Regression Models 
 
As you know, multiple-category variables cannot be included in a regression or multiple regression model, because the 
“values” of the variable don’t reflect interval quantitative differences among the groups.  However, we can re-code multiple 
category variables so they can be included in multiple regression models. 
 
As with learning to code binary variables for inclusion in multiple regressions, the point here is not that you should use 
regression instead of ANOVA.  You are learning how to incorporate multiple-category qualitative variables into regression 
analyses, so that you can use multiple regression as a truly all-purpose analysis tool!!   
 
 
A reminder about naming variables… 
 
As with the re-centering of quantitative variables, you may often end up having multiple “versions” of a coded categorical  
in your data set. So, variable names become increasingly important.  Most statistical packages have some capacity to 
represent the meanings of the condition values for categorical variables (e.g., “Values” in SPSS).  However, if you are 
transferring data across platforms or software packages, often these sorts of ancillary information get dropped!  For 
example, if you export your SPSS .sav data set as an xls file, the Values (and Type, Label, Missing, etc) information is 
dropped, and stays dropped if you later transfer that xls file back into an SPSS data file!  
So, if becomes important to use variable names that carry key details about the variable – like which condition has what 
value. 
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Using SPSS GLM with Multiple-Category Predictors 
 
In addition to regression, SPSS also offers a GLM procedure that can be used to build models from combinations of 
quantitative and categorical variables.  GLM (UNINOVA) will “do several things for us”, including create coded categorical 
variables & interactions, as well as perform various kinds of pairwise comparisons. 
 
 
UNIANOVA fishgood BY storetype 
  /METHOD=SSTYPE(3) 
  /EMMEANS=TABLES(storetype) COMPARE(storetype) 
  /PRINT=DESCRIPTIVE PARAMETER 
  /DESIGN=storetype. 

 
  format is “DV”  by “categorical variable IV” 
 SS to test each effect controlling for all others  
 gets specific pairwise group comparisons 
 gets sample descriptives and regression model weights 
 defines predictors to include in model 

 
GLM will code the multiple-category storetype variable and include it in the model.  GLM actually uses two different 
codings of multiple-category variables and presents results for each. 
 
The original coding of storetype t was   1=chain        2=coop        3=private. 
 
For the ANOVA & F-test results, categorical variables are 
effect coded using .5 & -.5 code values.  The highest 
valued group is coded as the comparison group = -.5.  The 
results will be the same as when we recoded using: 
 

For the “parameter estimates,” categorical variables are 
dummy coded using 1 & 0 values.  The highest valued 
group is coded as the comparison group = 0.  The results 
will be the same as when we recoded using: 
 

* effect codes with private store as the comp group. 
* first effect code - chain is the target group. 

if (storetype = 1) styp_ch5_co0_pn5 = .5. 
if (storetype = 2) styp_ch5_co0_pn5 = 0. 

if (storetype = 3) styp_ch5_co0_pn5 = -.5. 
 

* second effect code - coop is the target group. 
if (storetype = 1) styp_ch0_co5_pn5 = 0. 
if (storetype = 2) styp_ch0_co5_pn5 = .5 

* dummy codes with private store as comparison group. 
* first dummy code - chain is the target group. 

if (storetype = 1) styp_ch1_co0_p0 = 1. 
if (storetype = 2) styp_ch1_co0_p0 = 0. 
if (storetype = 3) styp_ch1_co0_p0 = 0. 

 
* second dummy code - coop is the target group. 

if (storetype = 1) styp_ch0_co1_p0 = 0. 
if (storetype = 2) styp_ch0_co1_p0 = 1. 
if (storetype = 3) styp_ch0_co1_p0 = 0. 

 
 
This odd-appearing combination of codings gives us parallel, but usefully different information from the ANOVA and 
Parameter Estimates portions of the output, although the really useful aspects of this won’t be demonstrable until we get 
to more complex design with larger mixes of predictor variables (more to come…).  
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